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About This Game

M.I.N.D. Is a retro-style platformer about, and set in a malfunctioning mind control device.

The game is story-focused, with new and innovative one or two-player gameplay. The game's short length is made up with
greatly varied bits of different gameplay, including puzzles, platforming and a space shooter.

M.I.N.D. Is made with Clickteam Fusion by two Finnish 15-year-olds, Kasper and Johannes. We're only trying to cover the
developement costs of this projects with the release, so you're supporting us and our future careers by buying this game!
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I should have posted this a long time ago but here goes nothing! Open this box and you will be surprised to find out just how
addicting and fun this game used to be many years ago! Immerse yourself into a world where sci-fi meets naval combat!
Interesting campaign and storyline. Awesome battles with flying ships! And while Disney Interactive did shut down multiplayer
support, you can still find some people playing this game online through the use of third party software. The amount of hours I
put into this game is a number I cannot count. All I do remember is that this was truly my first PC game and that I had a blast
with it!. Good and addictive little puzzle game.
Only 3 hours in but it can be frustrating at times. However, completing those puzzles feels like a major achievement.

Concept is also unique, what more do you want than space cats riding trains to stop the earth falling into the sun?

Definately worth a go.

. This game Rocks!!!!!

1 its origanal
2 its addictive
3 very funny
4 great price

online is coming. imagine and dAY WITH MORE KNIGHTS MORE LEVELS BIGER LEVELS
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAHHH BUY THIS GAME!!!!!

. An almost flawless, if not flawless, puzzle platformer. I'll keep things short and simple.

Great mechanics.
Controls well.
Amazing sprite and animation work.
Awesome OST.
Gimmicks and puzzles involving said stage gimmicks are unique, interesting, and/or at the very least not annoying.
Speed runner friendly.
Lots of secrets.
Best Use of a Farm Animal.

If you like puzzle platformers you will enjoy Escape Goat 2.. A cute short sequel to a cute short game. Doesn't feel quite as
endearing as the predecessor, maybe because it's mostly just more of the same, just with harder bosses, but I still had a decent
amount fun with it.. 5x better than the Martian
10/10. If You never had problems with using PC or running games this game is totally for You :P
It's funny :) Worth to buy on sale for some laugh :). Played hundreds of hours on the original as a kid, loved the hell out of it.
This is very much the same mindless fun destructive racing game, still love it and im glad the devs didnt make the mistake of
overcharging for it.
Would recommend to anyone who wants a fun arcade driving game. Innovative cencept, the voice command works! But the
actual RTS is dull & bland. 6/10
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For CDN $0.65(the price I paid), this game is a must-buy! Provided me with a few hours of entertainment and a relatively
interesting storyline. Would I have spent more than $5-10 on it? No way, as the cutscenes in between puzzles are pretty cheesy
and not very scary for what I assume they were going for, but I really enjoyed this game for the few days it lasted me, and if you
enjoy point-and-click and hidden object, you'll enjoy it too.. I only have 2 hours in the game so far but it is amazing so far! The
graphics were rough at first (1080) because of the issues they were having but promptly fixed it and it looks amazing now. I
have in-game set to 220 scaling with graphic settings maxed out and it runs great. I like the puzzles mixed in and like that they
aren't too hard to where you get frustrated. The gameplay is slow but I like that for an exploration game like this. I like starting
out in a desert with similar feeling to The Solus Project and then making your way into the city. The sound is great. I only have
1 small complaint so far and it's really small but I had a hard time turning around the dune buggy in tight areas. Everyone begs
for a story-driven game for the Vive and the devs delivered. I definitely recommend this game! Good job guys.. I'm very
surprised to see so many positive reviews for this game and I'll tell you why.

First and foremost, the visual presentation is by far the worst I've had in VR. The pixilation is horriffic, even the title sceen
looks like something from 2000. It completely ruined this "experience for me". I "played" with the high graphics setting and
cranked the resolution scaling to 120 percent on steam vr which didn't help very much at all. I'm not sure if it was just
something with my PC but Fallout VR and Arizona Sunshine look a million times better than this.

Secondly, it's much too short to even be worth the 5 dollars, and there is certaintly not even story to become engaged in the
world.

Overall hugely disapointed, but maybe they will fix the visuals and make this worth something.. An excellent dlc
. I really like what I've played so far but the seed of doubt has been planted. Buying early access and being greeted by the demo
is pretty appauling. I think this is about to be my first Steam refund based solely on the fact that there is little proof of life as is.

I will not hesitate to purchase again if things improve. I'll give it another week.

PROS:

- Great atmosphere and score.
- Nice visuals (dependent on hardware).
- Engaging story , setting and tone.
- Controls decently enough during the very brief 'demo'.
- Survival in space.
- Personally I kinda like that everything is in Russian. I can handle subtitles. I'd happily play the entire finished game like that.
Even better if all conversation and objective dialogues were recorded and logged for reference.

CONS:

- Very brief demo. Even for an early access title.
- Consistent delays. And the official early access build is still just the demo. WTF?
- Forum wipes due to alledged censorship by developer.
- Very little communication\/ language barrier.
- Excitement levels depleting.
- Cautionary systems engaged.
- Airlock locked.
- Waiting...

Recommended, but with caution.. So instead of actually fixing it, they just took it off the market.
Thanks, Capcom!
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